Abstract. Incrementally k-list coloring a graph means that a graph is given by adding stepwise one vertex after another, and for each intermediate step we ask for a vertex coloring such that each vertex has one of the colors specified by its associated list containing some of in total k colors. We introduce the "conservative version" of this problem by adding a further parameter c ∈ specifying the maximum number of vertices to be recolored between two subsequent graphs (differing by one vertex). This "conservation parameter" c models the natural quest for a modest evolution of the coloring in the course of the incremental process instead of performing radical changes. We show that the problem is NP-hard for k ≥ 3 and W [1]-hard when parameterized by c. In contrast, the problem becomes fixed-parameter tractable with respect to the combined parameter (k, c). We prove that the problem has an exponential-size kernel with respect to (k, c) and there is no polynomial-size kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly. Finally, we provide empirical findings for the practical relevance of our approach in terms of a very effective graph coloring heuristic.
Introduction
We study an incremental version of the graph coloring problem:
Incremental Conservative k-List Coloring (IC k-List Coloring) Input: A graph G = (V, E), a k-list coloring f for G[V \ {x}] and c ∈ . Question: Is there a k-list coloring f for G such that |{v ∈ V \ {x} : f (v) f (v)}| ≤ c?
Herein, a function f : V → {1, . . . , k} is called a k-coloring for a graph G = (V, E) when f (u) f (v) for all {u, v} ∈ E. For color lists L(v) ⊆ {1, . . . , k}, v ∈ V , a k-coloring for G is called a k-list coloring when f (v) ∈ L(v) for all v ∈ V . Occasionally, we also study IC k-Coloring, which is the special case that L(v) = {1, . . . , k} for all v ∈ V .
Intuitively, IC k-List Coloring models that a graph is built by sequentially adding vertices (together with the incident edges). Thereby, referring to the added vertex by x, the task is to efficiently compute a k-list coloring for G from a known k-list coloring of G[V \ {x}]. It can be seen as an incremental version of List Coloring, where one has to find a k-list coloring for G without the help of a known partial coloring. As will turn Partially supported by the IBM Germany Research and Development GmbH, Böblingen.
In the Proceedings of the 7th Annual Conference on Theory and Applications of Models of Computation (TAMC'10), Prague, Czech Republic, June 2010. c Springer-Verlag out, the introduction of the conservation parameter c in the above definition helps in making the otherwise hard problem (fixed-parameter) tractable. Notably, conservation has a natural justification from applications where one may rather prefer an "evolution" of the coloring through the incremental process than a "revolution". We will become more specific about this in the following.
Related Work. We start with describing the related incremental clustering problem Incremental Constrained k-Center (IC k-Center). Here, we are given a discrete distance function on objects and a partition of the objects into k clusters such that the maximum distance within each cluster is minimized. Then, after adding one new object, the task is to compute a new "k-clustering" under the constraint that at most c objects of the previous clustering change their cluster. Here the conservation parameter c reflects the fact that in many settings users would not accept a radical change of the clustering, since this may cause a big loss of information acquired in a costly process for the previous clustering. It is easy to see that IC k-Center can be interpreted as a special case of IC k-List Coloring. Moreover, IC k-Center is only one example for the field of constrained clustering [1] where an incremental and also conservative approach as introduced here seems promising. Refer to Charikar et al. [5] for a broader view on incremental clustering and an analysis in terms of performance ratio of approximation algorithms.
Incremental coloring is also related to the Precoloring Extension problem (PrExt), which is the special case of List Coloring where each color list contains either one or all colors. In other words, the task is to extend a partial k-coloring to the entire graph. It has been shown that on general graphs PrExt is not fixed-parameter tractable with respect to parameter treewidth [10] but, other than List Coloring, it becomes fixed-parameter tractable when parameterized by vertex cover size [13] . Moreover, it is NP-complete for fixed k ≥ 3 on planar bipartite graphs [15] and W [1]-hard with respect to the number of precolored vertices for chordal graphs [16] .
Our incremental coloring setting based on the conservation parameter c can also be interpreted as a local search where c measures the degree of locality. Recently, there has been strong interest in analyzing the parameterized complexity of l-local search in terms of some locality parameter l [12, 17] . Our locality measure c can also be seen as "transition cost" between old and new solutions-to keep this cost small has been identified as an important target, e. g., in the reconfiguration of data placements [19] .
A further related field of studies is reoptimization [2] . Here, starting with an optimal solution of an optimization problem, one asks how to compute a solution for a locally modified instance more efficiently by using the known solution for the old instance instead of starting the computation from scratch. Without adding the conservation parameter, however, the reoptimization of coloring problems remains hard.
Our Results. We initiate a study of IC k-List Coloring in terms of parameterized complexity [9, 14, 18] , considering the two parameters k (number of colors) and c (number of recolored vertices). We show that the problem is NP-hard for fixed k ≥ 3 and W [1]-hard when parameterized by c. In contrast, it becomes fixed-parameter tractable with respect to the combined parameter (k, c). We show that IC k-List Coloring has a 3(k − 1) c -vertex problem kernel and that there is no hope for a polynomial-size problem kernel with respect to (k, c). Finally, we provide first empirical evidence for the practical relevance of "parameterizing by conservation" by demonstrating how our fixed-parameter algorithms can be successfully employed as subroutines in a very effective (local search) heuristic for graph coloring. Preliminaries. For a graph G = (V, E), we set V (G) := V and E(G) := E. Analogously, for a path P = [v 1 , . . . , v j ], we write V (P) := {v 1 , . . . , v j } and E(P) := {(v i , v i+1 ) : 1 ≤ i < j} for all directed edges on P. For a graph G = (V, E) and a vertex set S ⊆ V , we write G[S] to denote the graph induced by S in G, that is, G[S] := (S, {e ∈ E : e ⊆ S}). We define the (open) neighborhood of a vertex v by N(v) := {u ∈ V : {u, v} ∈ E}. Moreover, for a given k-coloring f of G and a color i, we set N(v, i) := {u ∈ V : f (u) = i∧{u, v} ∈ E}.
A parameterized problem is called fixed-parameter tractable if it can be solved in f (k) · n O(1) time, where f is a computable function depending only on the parameter k, not on the input size n [9, 14, 18] . A parameterized reduction from a language L to another parameterized language L is a function that, given an instance (
Based on that, Downey and Fellows [9] established a hierarchy of complexity classes in order to classify (likely) fixed-parameter intractable problems. The basic class of parameterized intractability is W [1] .
Problem kernelization is a core tool to develop parameterized algorithms [9, 18] . A kernelization is often described with a set of data reduction rules that are applied to the instance I with parameter k and that change this instance into a smaller instance I with parameter k ≤ k in polynomial time such that (I, k) is a yes-instance if and only if (I , k ) is a yes-instance. If the size of I is bounded by a (polynomial) function in k, then the instance (I , k ) is called a (polynomial) kernel.
Parameterized Complexity
In this section, we first study the parameterized complexity of IC k-List Coloring with respect to the single parameters k (number of colors) and c (number of recolored vertices). Since we encounter computational hardness with respect to these single parameterizations, we proceed with a simple search tree strategy showing that IC k-List Coloring is fixed-parameter tractable with respect to the combined parameter (k, c). Since k-Coloring is NP-complete for k ≥ 3, the following may come without surprise.
Proof. Containment in NP is obvious. We reduce k-Coloring to IC k-List Coloring as follows. Let G = (V, E) with V = {v 1 , . . . , v n } be an instance of k-Coloring. We set
To decide the k-colorability of G, we proceed inductively:
For each vertex of G, we fix its color list to be {1, . . . , k}. Moreover, we choose c := |V |. Clearly, G i is k-colorable iff G i can be incrementally colored by recoloring at most c vertices in a k-coloring for G i−1 . Thus, we can decide the question about the k-colorability of G inductively by deciding at most n recoloring problems, implying the NP-hardness of IC k-List Coloring for k ≥ 3.
Using the above proof strategy, the result that k-List Coloring is W [1]-hard with respect to the parameter treewidth [10] can be transferred to IC k-List Coloring. Moreover, it also follows that IC k-List Coloring is NP-complete for fixed k ≥ 3 for all hereditary graph classes 1 where the ordinary List Coloring problem is NP-hard for fixed k ≥ 3, e. g., planar bipartite and chordal graphs. The proof strategy is also used in Section 4 to devise an empirically effective heuristic for graph coloring.
We proceed by considering the parameterized complexity of IC k-List Coloring with respect to the parameter c (for unbounded k). In contrast to the parameter k, when c is a constant, then IC k-List Coloring clearly becomes polynomial-time solvable. However, it is W [1]-hard, again excluding hope for fixed-parameter tractability.
In order to show the W [1]-hardness, we present a parameterized reduction from the W [1]-complete k-Multicolored Independent Set problem [10, 11] . The problem is to decide for a given k-coloring f for a graph G = (V, E) whether there exists a multicolored k-independent set, that is, a vertex subset
-hard with respect to the parameter c.
Note that x is the vertex added in the incremental process. We add k + 1 new vertices to V ,
To complete the construction, it remains to define f for the vertices from {x, s 1 , . . . , s k }, the edge set E with E ⊆ E , and the color lists for x and all s i . To this end, note that each vertex s i one-to-one corresponds to the subset of vertices from
Moreover, we add edges between s i and all vertices from V i . Finally, we set f (x) := n+1, L(x) := {n+1}, and make x adjacent to all vertices from {s i , . . . , s k }. This completes the construction.
The idea behind the construction of G is that those vertices in V ⊂ V which can be recolored to the color n + 1 one-to-one correspond to the vertices in a multicolored kindependent set. It remains to prove that the above reduction is a parameterized reduction from k-Multicolored Independent Set to IC k-List Coloring.
First, assume that (G , f , L, c) as given above is a yes-instance of IC k-List Coloring. Consider the set of recolored vertices, that is, S := {v ∈ V \ {x} : f (v) f (v)}, wheref is the coloring obtained after the recoloring process has taken place. By construction, f (x) =f (x) = n + 1. This implies that {s 1 , . . . , s k } ⊆ S . Since for each s i we have |L(s i )| = |N G (s i )|, it follows that exactly one vertex from V i will be recolored (each time caused by the recoloring of s i ). All these chosen "V i -vertices" receive the color n + 1 and thus must form a size-k independent set.
For the reverse direction, it is easy to observe that a multicolored k-independent set in G, by recoloring the vertices in the independent set to n + 1, leads to a recoloring of the instance (G , f , L, c) with c recoloring operations (k recolorings for the vertices in {s 1 , . . . , s k } and k recolorings for the vertices in the independent set). 1 A graph class is hereditary if it is closed under taking induced subgraphs.
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The results presented so far are negative in terms of fixed-parameter tractability, motivating the study of the combined parameter (k, c). A simple search strategy leads to fixed-parameter tractability in this case.
c · |V |) time, that is, it is fixed-parameter tractable with respect to the combined parameter (k, c).
Proof. Clearly, if for the inserted vertex x it holds that { f (v) : v ∈ N(x)} ⊂ L(x), then there is a "free color" left for x and x can be colored using this free color. Otherwise,
Hence, a recoloring is necessary. First, branch into the |L(x)| ≤ k possibilities how to color x. In each branch, at least one of the neighbors of x has the same color as x and hence needs to be recolored. Now, we have at most k − 1 options to do so. This process continues until all "color conflicts" have disappeared or in total c vertex recolorings have been performed without obtaining a k-coloring. It is easy to see that this strategy leads to a search tree of size O((k − 1) c ) (depth c and branching factor k − 1). From this, the running time
Note that all our results above also hold for IC k-Coloring; we have a stronger focus on IC k-List Coloring since this more general problem allows for an elegant formulation of data reduction rules. The following section will give more details about that.
Data Reduction and Kernelization
By developing a polynomial-time executable data reduction rule, next we describe how to the transform an instance of IC k-List Coloring into an equivalent but size-reduced instance, known as problem kernel in parameterized algorithmics. An Exponential-Size Kernel. Assume that the graph G = (V, E), c ∈ , and the k-list coloring f for G[V \ {x}] form a yes-instance for IC k-List Coloring. Furthermore, let the k-list coloring f for G be a recoloring, that is the number of elements in the corresponding recoloring set S := {v ∈ V \ {x} : f (v) f (v)} ∪ {x} is at most c + 1. Intuitively speaking, the set S contains all recolored vertices (including x).
Our kernelization approach makes use of the following observations. If there exists a connected component Z in G[S] such that x Z, then one can simply remove Z by setting f (v) = f (v) for all v ∈ Z, obtaining a smaller recoloring set. Hence, we can assume without loss of generality that for every vertex v ∈ S there exists a path from x to v in G[S]. Actually, there must exist a so-called conflict path for every vertex, that is, a simple path from x to v with the special property that for every edge (u, w) on the path f (u) = f (w). The non-existence of a conflict path for a vertex v ∈ S implies f (u) f (v) for all u ∈ N(v), thus, we can again remove v, setting f (v) = f (v). Therefore, one can view the recoloring of u as the reason why w must also be recolored. The following lemma summarizes the above observations. In order to describe the idea behind our data reduction rule, assume that v ∈ S and denote the corresponding conflict path in G[S] by P v . Clearly, if V (P v ) denotes the set of all vertices on P v , then V (P v ) ⊆ S. Consider an arbitrary edge (u, w) on P v . Since f (u) = f (w), it follows that N(u, f (w)) ⊆ S. By summing up these vertices, this can be viewed as the costs (#recolored vertices) of a conflict path P v . Utilizing this idea, our data reduction rule computes for some vertex a possible conflict path of minimum cost and removes the vertex when the costs are greater than the conservation parameter c.
Removing a vertex v means to remove v and all its incident edges and to delete the color f (v) in the color list of all neighbors. This makes sure that we can reinsert v with color f (v) in any solution for the kernel. Actually, the possibility to conveniently remove and reinsert a vertex is the main reason why we work with list coloring.
As the name suggests, a possible conflict path for a vertex v is a path which could become a conflict path for v when v ∈ S. Therefore, a possible conflict path P v is a simple path such that f (u) ∈ L(w) for each edge (u, w) ∈ E(P v
We define our cost function l in an iterative manner. We start with an empty set M and initialize l(x) := 0 and l(v) := ∞ for all v ∈ V \{x}. The set M contains the vertices for which the cost function is already computed. Next, we choose a vertex v ∈ V \M with minimum cost function value and add it to M (clearly, in the first step we add x). Next, consider a neighbor u of v with f (u) ∈ L(v). When v is the ancestor of u on a cheapest possible conflict path for u, then the cost function value l(u) is the sum of l(v) and |N(v, f (u)) \ M|. Thus, we update the cost function value by setting l(u) := min{l(u), l(v) + |N(v, f (u)) \ M|}. This process will be continued while M V . Furthermore, with the help of a priority queue, the cost function l can be computed in O(|V | log |V | + |E|) time.
Using the cost function described above, Rule 1 leads to the following. Proof. We show that the exhaustive application of Rule 1 leads to the asserted kernel. In order to bound the size of a reduced graph G, at first we construct a worst-case graph T . Next, we prove that the size of T is bounded by the asserted kernel size. We complete our proof by showing that |V (G)| ≤ |V (T )|.
The graph T is a tree in which the distance of all leaves to the root is exactly c. We set L(v) := {1, . . . , k} for all v ∈ V (T ). In addition, the root has one child of each color and all other inner vertices have one child of each color except their own color. The cost function l T assigns each vertex its distance to the root. Thus, the instance (T, c, k) for IC k-List Coloring is reduced with respect to Rule 1.
For a reduced graph and its corresponding cost function, for instance, T and l T , we define a partition of V (T ) by
j−1 . Thus, the overall size bound for V (T ) is as follows:
Next, we prove the kernel size for the reduced graph G. Let l G be the corresponding cost function and consider the partition V j G for 0 ≤ j ≤ c of V (G). In the following, we will show that |V |. This process can be executed for all ancestors w on a cheapest possible conflict path for each v ∈ V j G . Since the structure of T w is similar to that of T , we obtain that |V
Non-Existence of a Polynomial Kernel. Bodlaender et al. [4] showed that a compositional parameterized problem (whose unparameterized formulation is NP-complete) does not have a polynomial kernel, unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly. A parameterized problem is compositional if there exists an algorithm which receives as input a sequence of instances (I 1 , c) , . . . , (I r , c) and outputs an instance (I, c ) such that (I, c ) is a yes-instance iff (I j , c) is a yes-instance for some 1 ≤ j ≤ r. Furthermore, the running time of the algorithm has to be bounded by a polynomial in Proof. Suppose that we are given a sequence of instances (G 1 , x 1 , c) , . . . , (G r , x r , c) of the IC 3-Coloring problem. Our composition algorithm makes a case distinction depending on the size of r relative to c.
Case 1: 3r > 2 c . We use the search tree algorithm introduced in Section 2 and simply solve all instances. Depending on whether we found a yes-instance or not, we construct a trivial yes-or no-instance as a result of our composition algorithm. We need O(2 c · |G j |) time per instance, hence, the overall running time is bounded by
Case 2: 3r ≤ 2 c . In this more complicated case, we construct a new graph G by connecting the graphs G 1 , . . . , G r by a binary tree. The rough idea is as follows. Starting at the root x of the binary tree, it is then possible to traverse the tree on a conflict path for reaching any subgraph G j . Then, every recoloring of G j for some 1 ≤ j ≤ r is a recoloring for G, and vice versa. We first describe the construction of G in detail and then prove its correctness. Starting with an empty graph G, we first insert a constant vertex s i of color i for each color i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. By adding c + 1 neighbors of each color (except for s i 's color), we make sure that the color of a constant vertex will never change.
In order to insert the graph G j for some 1 ≤ j ≤ r into the graph G, we have to assign a 3-coloring to G j . Therefore, preserving the color of the vertices, we duplicate the graph G j three times (referred to as G Figure 1 shows an example. Next, for all colors 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 and 1 ≤ j ≤ r, we insert the graphs {G i j } into G and connect the vertices {x i j } through a balanced binary tree. The first property of the tree is that every inner vertex connects two differently colored vertices and we set the third color to it. Second, balanced means that each vertex x i j has the same distance to the root. Both properties can be fulfilled by "filling up" the tree with constant vertices.
Next, we prove the correctness of our composition algorithm. The algorithm outputs the instance (G, x, c ) with c := c + log(3r) . Clearly, the construction of G can be done in polynomial time and by our assumption 3r ≤ 2 c it follows that c ∈ O(c 2 ). In order to show equivalence, the first property of the binary tree implies that (starting at the root x) each inner vertex serves as a "switch" between on which of its both children a conflict path can continue. Hence, by a path through the tree we can reach each vertex x i j . Note that, because of the second property, such a conflict path requires log(3r) recoloring operations.
Consider the situation where a conflict path through the tree reaches x i j . Recalling that x i j has color π(i) and G contains the edge {x i j , s π 2 (i) }, one has to recolor x i j with color i. Now, when G j can be recolored by at most c changes such that x j obtains color i, then this recoloring is also a proper recoloring for G i j . The reverse direction also holds, because we excluded the possibility of recoloring the vertices in N π (x i j ) with color i.
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According to the framework of Bodlaender et al. [3, 4] , there are two ways to show that a problem does not admit a polynomial kernel. First, as we did for IC 3-Coloring, one can show that the problem is compositional. Second, one can reduce by a polynomial parameter transformation a problem for which the non-existence of a polynomial kernel is already known to the problem in question. In the following, we choose the latter approach for IC k-List Coloring. Corollary 1. IC k-List Coloring has no polynomial kernel, unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
Proof. By simply adding the color list L(v) = {1, 2, 3} for each vertex v, an instance for IC 3-Coloring can be reduced to an equivalent instance of IC k-List Coloring. This is a polynomial parameter transformation, which together with Theorem 1 and Theorem 5 implies the claim.
We close the section with the following strengthening of Theorem 5, showing that there is also no hope to find a polynomial kernel even when we restrict IC k-List Coloring to planar bipartite or chordal graphs.
Corollary 2. IC k-List Coloring for fixed k ≥ 3 restricted to planar bipartite or chordal graphs has no polynomial kernel, unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
Proof. The composition algorithm for IC 3-Coloring (proof of Theorem 5) composes the sequence of instances by a binary tree. Thus, when the instances consist of planar bipartite (chordal) graphs, the composed graph is also planar bipartite (chordal).
Implementation and Experiments
To demonstrate the practical relevance and usefulness of IC k-List Coloring, we have implemented our search tree algorithm (see Section 2) as a subroutine of a popular greedy algorithm for the graph coloring problem. We will show that the derived algorithm outperforms an often used heuristic algorithm called Iterated Greedy [6] in terms of quality and running time. Furthermore, we provide practical evidence that in this graph coloring approach the conservation parameter c can often be set to pretty small values, typically smaller than k (the number of overall colors used). Graph Coloring Instances. We performed our tests on a collection of graph coloring instances, previously used in the "Graph Coloring and its Generalizations"-Symposium (2002) [7] . Before that, some of these graph coloring instances were studied in the DIMACS Implementation Challenge (1993) [8] .
Altogether, the collection of instances contains 64 graphs, where the number of vertices ranges from 25 to 4730 (avg: 1067). The average density of the graphs (ratio of the number of vertices to the number of edges) is 15%. The instances cover a wide range of graph classes such as Leighton graphs, latin square graphs and queen graphs. Implementation Details. The implementation of all algorithms is written in Java, it is open source and freely available. 2 The potential speed loss in comparison to other program languages can be neglected since we are dealing with exponential-time algorithms.
All experiments were run on an AMD Athlon 64 3700+ machine with 2.2 GHz, 1 M L2 cache, and 3 GB main memory running under the Debian GNU/Linux 5.0 operating system with Java 1.6.0 12 (option: -Xmx256M).
Next, we describe some details of the implementation of the graph coloring algorithms. Our algorithm is based on the following greedy strategy. Processing the vertices in descending order according to their degree, color a vertex with an already used color whenever possible, otherwise use a new color for the vertex. There exist many strategies how to choose a color from all possible already used colors. We implemented the strategies Simple (choose the first color according to any ordering), Largest First (choose the color which is used most often) and Random (random color). For all our results we ran the algorithm with all strategies and list the best result that was found during these trials.
The greedy algorithm suffers from the fact that the color of an already colored vertex cannot be revoked. This is the point where our search tree algorithm comes into play. Consider the situation where the greedy algorithm "fails", that is, during the coloring of a graph G = (V, E) with V := {v 1 , . . . , v n } a vertex v i for some 1 < i ≤ n cannot be colored with the already used colors {1, . . . , k}, since v i has at least one neighbor of each color in
Instead of adding a new color k + 1 for vertex v i , we try to solve an IC k-List Coloring instance on the graph G i with v i as the uncolored vertex x by our search tree algorithm to get a k-coloring for G i . If our search tree algorithm cannot find a k-coloring for G i , then we color the vertex v i with the new color k + 1.
Our search tree implementation incorporates the idea, also used in our data reduction rule (Rule 1), to check after each recoloring whether the number of conflicts is at most c (conservation parameter). Using our cost function (see Section 3), the fact that the cost of a cheapest possible conflict path is greater than c (Rule 1) implies that the number of conflicts is greater than c. Thus, our search tree algorithm will never recolor a vertex which would be reduced by Rule 1.
The potential to find a k-coloring for G i (if possible) depends on the choice of the value for the conservation parameter c. On the one hand, the higher the value, the higher the potential; on the other hand, the value of c makes the "major contribution" to our algorithm's running time. Preliminary experiments showed that choosing c ≤ 8 maximal under the constraint k · (k − 1) c ≤ 10 10 leads to high-quality and fast results. We remark that a more thorough investigation of this tradeoff is a promising task for future research. We compare our above described algorithm to the Iterated Greedy Algorithm [6] , which is also based on the described greedy algorithm. Its main idea is to iteratively run the greedy algorithm (mixing the described strategies how to choose a possible color). Thereby, the algorithm makes use of the fact that if the greedy algorithm processes the vertices with respect to an already known k-coloring, it will not produce a worse coloring. Clearly, the hope is, while using a "smart permutation" of the vertices, to get a better coloring (in terms of number of colors). We implemented Iterated Greedy in basically the same manner as proposed in [6] , meaning that we adopt the strategies how generating "smart permutations" and aborting the iteration when 1000 times no better coloring was found.
Results. Our experimental findings are as follows. Table 1 contains the results for some important instances. Our algorithm (called search tree in Table 1 ) finds for 89% and Iterated Greedy for 83% of the instances a better coloring than the naive greedy algorithm. Thereby, our algorithm could decrease the number of colors by about 12% Table 1 . Summary of our experiments. The first column k for each algorithm denotes the best number of colors which was found and the last column provides the running time in seconds. Each value was obtained as the average over four runs (we state the standard deviation in brackets). For the Iterated Greedy algorithm #iter denotes the number of iterations. For our search tree based algorithm, c denotes the value of the conservation parameter in the last iteration.
and Iterated Greedy by about 11%. Furthermore, our algorithm is by a factor of 50 and Iterated Greedy is by a factor of 170 slower than the greedy algorithm. In other words, the greedy algorithm needs 23 seconds, our algorithm needs 19 minutes and Iterated Greedy needs 1 hour 5 minutes for coloring all instances. In summary, in most cases our algorithm is clearly superior to the Iterated Greedy algorithm, both in terms of number of used colors and running time. We emphasize that the potential of our algorithm is bounded by having chosen an upper bound of 8 for the conservation parameter c. We conjecture that the quality of our results can be drastically improved for higher values of c. In summary, our results indicate that adding the conservation parameter leads to a problem formulation which can be used to attack practical instances of the classical graph coloring problem.
Conclusion
We believe that the incremental setting combined with the parameterization by conservation provides a fruitful approach to numerous other optimization problems besides coloring. For instance, as we discussed before, a "conservative viewpoint" is very natural in the context of clustering. There remain numerous challenges for future research even when restricting the focus to coloring problems. Among others, for IC k-List Coloring it is open to achieve a problem kernel of O(c k ) vertices contrasting our O(k c )-vertex kernel. Improving on the upper bounds of our simple search tree algorithm is desirable. By means of a reduction from List Coloring we have shown that IC k-List Coloring is also NP-hard for restricted graph classes such as planar bipartite or chordal graphs. However, it would be interesting to study whether improvements in terms of parameterized algorithms and data reduction rules are achievable for such restricted graph classes.
Future work may also see a more elaborated empirical study on the conservative approach to incremental graph coloring and related clustering problems, e. g. IC k-Center.
